
To: Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) 

From: Eve Mergenthaler 
Planner I 

Date: May 9, 2022 

Subject:  2108 Rivermont Avenue Staff Finding 

Driveways and Parking Lots: The Residential Design Review Guidelines state that driveways that 
are new, should be located at the side or rear of the building. They should be of brick, brown pea 
gravel, concrete, concrete exposed aggregate, or concrete tracks (narrow strips). Blacktop or 
asphalt driveways are not traditional to Lynchburg’s overlay districts and are discouraged. 
Driveways should be screened with hedges, shrubs, or fences where noticeable from the street. 
They should not be sited in front yards unless original to the property. 

It should be noted that the 1995 Rivermont Architectural Survey conducted by DHR deemed 
2108 Rivermont Ave as noncontributing to the district.

The adjoining property, 2110 Rivermont Avenue, received administrative approval to repave 
their driveway in March 2021. 

Section 35.2-13.4 (b) Staff Recommendation. Upon finding that the application is complete the City Planner 
shall prepare a report making findings and recommendations on the application and authorize notice to be 

provided in accordance with section 35.2-13.5 (Notice and HPC Hearing). 



Franeda May is petitioning after-the-fact to do the following at 2108 Rivermont Ave: 
1. Pave a parking spot. 
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6.  DRIVEWAYS AND PARKING LOTS 

POLICY: 

Historic driveway materials of brick, concrete and gravel should be preserved and 
maintained. New driveway or parking lot surfaces should be of concrete and brick rather 
than asphalt. Parking areas should not be sited in front yards but at side or rear locations.   

 
Driveways and Parking Lots:  

A. that are original such as brick or concrete, should be preserved and maintained. 

B. that are new, should be located at the side or rear of the building.  

C. should be of brick, brown pea gravel, concrete, concrete exposed aggregate, or 
concrete tracks (narrow strips). Blacktop or asphalt driveways are not traditional to 
Lynchburg’s overlay districts and are discouraged.  

D. should have their parking areas located in rear yards and be screened with hedges, 
shrubs, or fences where noticeable from the street.  

E. should not be sited in front yards unless original to the property. 

F. requiring new curb cuts to access driveways and parking lots should be kept to a 
minimum. The addition of curb cuts usually results in the removal of historic sidewalk 
materials, curbs, and retaining walls.  

G. for commercially-used houses, churches, apartment buildings, or schools should be 
located in rear yards if possible, but when necessary in a side yard, should be located 
no closer than the front wall of the structure. 

H. on vacant lots between buildings should align edge screening with front facades of 
adjacent buildings and on corner lots should have edge screening on both the primary 
and secondary street. 
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